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Camera  is still as jogger comes running into 
frame as he trips over a tree root.  With arms 
flailing in the air he regains his balance.

Cut to camera tracking frontal shot.  Jogger
clumsily makes serious face as he huffs and puffs. 
Camera continues remain just ahead of him as
he speeds up.

Cut to low angle shot with the camera lower than
usual as the rollerblader speeds on over it.
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Cut to camera tracking frontal shot.  Rollerblader
remains serious, almost expressionless as he 
skates on by.  Camera continues remain just 
ahead of him as he speeds up.

Puppy plays along happily as he escapes from 
their grasp and begins hopping all over the road 
until he winds up in front of the camera.  
Someones footsteps can be heard as the dog looks 
off  frame.

Cut to camera establishing shot of old couple sit-
ting watching their dog play.  Camera would then 
pan and lower itself to introduce the puppy.
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Cut to dog jumping at jogger as he runs into 
frame from the left and tries to evade but fails 
and ends up falling back to not hurt the puppy.  
He is knocked out cold after hitting his head.

Cut to low angle shot fading in as we see from 
the joggers POV as he is looking up again at the 
puppy.  It stares down at him with his tongue out 
panting, as if wanting more play time.

Cut to eye level shot with camera almost at the 
ground.  Jogger gets up still dazed and pets the 
dog.  The man on skates can be seen approaching 
from the left side of the frame in the distance.
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Cut to close up tracking shot of the skates going 
so fast that little pebbles on the road are easily 
flung all over the place.

Cut to camera rising up with the jogger as he, still 
dazed, tries to regain balance.  Skater seems to be 
just about to pass him when he starts to tumble 
and they both collide.

Cut to canted shot of skater falling down and jog-
ger being startled but doesn’t fall again.   Skater is 
seen trying to catch himself.
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Cut to close up of both men.  Skater seems to be 
knocked out cold on a nearby bench while the 
jogger has a concerned and guilty look on his face 
with his hand on the skaters back.  
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